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Revision Present Simple / Continuous 

Class A 

 

1.)  Complete with the present simple. 

 

1. Stanley often ………goes…… (go) to the park after school. 

2. We …………………(not go) to the theatre very often. 

3. ……………………..(your parents/work) on Saturdays?  

4. The bank ……………………… (open) at 8.00 a.m. 

5. Where ………………. (she/live) ? 

6. We never ………………… (watch) horror films. 

7. My sister …………………….. (not eat) meat. 

8. …………………….. (you / play) tennis? 

 

 

2.)  Complete with the present continuous. 

 

1. Dads outside. He …..is washing.….(wash) the car.   

2. Stop that noise! I ………………..(try) to do my homework. 

3. …………………… (you /wait ) for the bus? 

4. Let’s go home! We ………….………. (not have) a good time. 

5. Stanley’s in his room. He ……………….. (write) a report for TeenLink. 

6. Why ………………. (they / run) ?  

7. Oh no! ……………………. (Kikki / play) the violin again?  

8. Look! Bob and Alex …………………… (come). 

 

 

3.)  Complete with every day or at the moment.   

 

1. Stanley gets up early ………… every day…………… .  

2. They are playing basketball ……………………………. . 

3. Thomas is doing his homework ………………………. . 
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4. I finish school at 13.00 ………………………………….. .  

5. Peter is tidying his room ……………………………….. . 

6. Mum and Dad are watching TV ……………….......... 

7. They watch TV ………………………………………………… . 

8. I drink a glass of milk ………………………………………. .  

 

4.)  Highlight the correct answer. 

 

1. Cosmo   hates/ is hating    dogs.    

2. Why    do you look / are looking    at me? 

3. Do you remember / Are you remembering   my friend  Paul? 

4. Look! That  girl  cries / is crying. 

5. Be quiet! I    watch / am watching    the news.  

6. Suzie   loves / is loving   milk. 

7. What    do you want / are you wanting?  

8. Listen to me! I    talk / am talking    to you! 

 

5.)   Complete with the present simple.  

 

TeenLink is the school magazine and Stanley Davis is the Editor. 

Leslie Banks (1) ……writes…. (write)  articles and (2) …………..(take)  

photographs.  She is a reporter.  

 

Many readers (3) …………… (send)  letters or articles to TeenLink. 

Stanley (4) …………………(read) them and then he  (5) ………………(put) 

the best articles in the magazine. Kikki Hardy (6) ………………. (draw) 

the illustrations for the articles.  

 

What (7)……………  Peter …………. (do) ?  

He (8) ……………… (find) good jokes and (9) ………………….. (write) 

crossword puzzles.  

Students (10) …………………(love) TeenLink because it’s got interesting 

and funny articles!  
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